Items to raise w/ Br.
1). Turkish overslight/verification
2). UNF force - reconsider
3). Emigration/trade
4). Schuman
(5). Refugees

Grady
1). Selected family reunification cases -
2). How do we proceed w. data issue for
Phase I implementation -
3). Refugees
1. Agree to exchange visits

2. Exchange correspondence & continue to keep each other informed

3. Will build on exchange of ideas as we move to sell III

Pres. Brezhnev

1) Salt II will create a more favorable climate in solving other problems - also applies to contacts and bilateral ties.

2. Importance of contacts - help bridge our people closer together - has been so to perhaps the most stable of the relations built up.

3). Exchange at political level should be encouraged in the future.

Raising question if obstruction in labor exchanges.

4). Major problem of normalization of trade between 2 countries.

Trade has been turned into a subject of linkages - cannot recognize trade without immigration.

Trade swiftly increasing in 1972 - now it is in a state of stagnation.
5) Noted the U.S. is making a study
) summarizing - U.S. can't make any
 suggestions. There are a no. of practical,
 legal & moral principles that U.S. can not
 waive.

6) Complete elimination of discrimination would
 make possible a long-term program of
 coop in trade deals with Western,
 France & Japan.

7) Artificial obstacles are being removed
 in maritime and civil. Threat to
 suspend civil air ties.

8) Scientific & technological ties going quite
 well.

9) Political links in scientific field-
 becoming level of delegation - Canceling
 etc.